“Elephant and Mouse”: How can you become the partner of choice for the
most innovative start-ups?
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What does IfM do?
Big M-manufacturing
We address manufacturing in its broadest scope, from understanding markets and technologies
through to product and process design to operations, distribution and related services.
Management
Advancing economic opportunity, productivity, competitiveness and
sustainability.
Technology
Developing and integrating enabling, transformational technologies to
produce better products.
Policy
Informing policy development and the shaping of global value chains to
address the challenge of sustainable manufacturing systems.

#ifmbriefing
@ifmcambridge
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Images: web.eecs.umich.edu/~profmars;
heobjectreport.blogspot.co.uk/2016/03/androids-supercomputers-and-bell-labs.html
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Associated Press via

https://images.app.goo.gl/xM9TnP3Yr76hi8UX9
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http://www.seattlepi.com/business/article/Kodak-engineer-hadrevolutionary-idea-the-first-1182624.php
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Complex system issues that no single company can address

Images: Google.com; symbio.com; bbc.co.uk; wikipedia.org; Christoph Roser at AllAboutLean.com
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‘Open’ new product / service development process
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Docherty, M. (2006), Primer on ‘Open Innovation’: Principles and Practice, pdma
(Product Development and Management Association) Vision (April 2006), pp.13-17.
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Cambridge Open Innovation Network (COIN)
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Two ways of implementing Open Innovation

In-house

Ad hoc, external

With thanks to Dr Letizia Mortara:
Both reports available via
https://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk/research/ctm/openinnovation/
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One way to become more open ..

Images: https://colworthpark.com/, http://www.hightechcampus.com/
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‘Come to me’ strategies
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‘Go to them’ strategies
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‘Innova'on(Ecosystem’(
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Large
company

Start-up

http://www.designlessbetter.com/blogless/wp-content/uploads/2009/04/elephant-mouse.jpg
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Different characteristics …
Start-up company

Established company

Processes
Systems
Activities
People
Management style
Communication and
documentation
Market information

Competitors and IPR

Source: Willie Harrison, TAP
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Different characteristics …
Start-up company

Established company

Processes

Informal; ad hoc; rapid

Formal processes; slow paced (e.g., design review;
document control

Systems

Few

Many systems, tried and tested (e.g., technical
database, financial systems)

Activities

Heroic individual efforts; chaotic; initiative based

Cross-functional teams; managed tasks; delegated
authority; coherence

People

Many creator / innovator types; role flexibility

Managed balance between types; clear job
descriptions

Management style

Hands-on, informal; bold decisions taken on
incomplete information

Delegated, professional style; risk assessment; staff
development

Communication and
documentation

High dependence on verbal communication and
memory; ‘everyone knows everything’

Greater use of written communication; controlled
dissemination; ‘need to know’

Market information

From intuition, insights and belief; reliance on
feedback from small sample of (potential) customers

From experience and market research; statistical
sampling of customer needs and price sensitivity

Competitors and IPR

Limited competitor awareness; limited IPR protection

Very aware of competitors; careful and strategic use
of IPR.

Source: Willie Harrison, TAP
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Image: Dr James Moultrie, Institute for Manufacturing
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Things often start off simple ..
Other
Other
start-ups
Other
start-ups
start-ups

Other
established firms

Investment (corporate VC)

Investors
Lawyers

Partnerships

Lawyers

Partnerships
Services

Why?
Established firm

Start-up
How?

Consultants
IP, investment

Grants, support
Grants

Public
agencies

Universities
Grants

Research collaboration
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How to overcome the ‘Not Invented Here’ syndrome?
The start-up’s technology looks very
promising …

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/glenn/images/content/170740main_200
7_00204_150.jpg

... but why are you not using
technology from internal R&D?

http://www.dkimages.com/discover/Home/Business/ManagingTime/Managing-Time-11.html
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The technology works in the start-up’s lab, but
will it work in the ‘real world’?

www.tek.com
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www.gettyimages.com

Who pays for raising the readiness level of the technology?

Product
implementation

Readiness
level

Stage of development

9

Demonstrated fully production capable
over 6 month period

8
7
6

Pre-production

www.gettyimages.com

5
4
3

Assessment and
proving

2
1

www.tek.com

Process concept proposed
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Collaboration + new technology = reputational risk
If the technology is embedded in
your product …

... whose reputation is at risk if the
technology ‘fails’?

www.boeing.com; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boeing_787_Dreamliner_battery_problems#mediaviewer/File:1-7-12_JAL787_APU_Battery.JPG
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For discussion

1. Finding: How can you find the most appropriate startups? How can they find you?
2. Contracting: How can you prevent things ‘stalling’?
----------
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Finding:
How can you find the most appropriate start-ups? How can they find you?

• Scouting
• On-line awards, competitions, prizes, challenges
• Partnerships with universities > mapping their capabilities
• Use of incubators (avoid procurement route which can be a
challenge/unintended barrier)
• Provide something (e.g. data)
• Use hackathons
• Have simple website showing clearly showing how start-ups can
engage with you
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Contracting:
How can you prevent things ‘stalling’?

• ‘Light touch’ contract / T&Cs to be used during early stages – don’t hit
them with a full contact too early
• Focus on ‘win-win’ from the start > listen and understand the multiple
motives for collaboration, e.g. access to facilities/equipment, data, etc.
• Have simple, clear processes, that are easy to communicate
• Get start-ups on your procurement system with a simple initial contract
• Try to make all processes for collaboration simple, standard and
modular
• Forthcoming ISO standard 50503 will provide helpful checklist for
collaborations (https://www.iso.org/standard/68929.html).
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For discussion

1. Finding: How can you find the most appropriate startups? How can they find you?
2. Contracting: How can you prevent things ‘stalling’?
---------3. Management: How can you manage the evolution of
the relationship?
4. Metrics: What can you do to monitor ‘success’ of the
relationship?
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Management:
How can you manage the evolution of the relationship?

• Have single point of contact / single individual person responsible
• Write a collaboration project charter that can be referred to and used to
support management as collaboration evolves
• Set and monitor progress to milestones but be aware of need to be
flexible as things change
• Be aware of short-, medium-, and long-term goals > these will vary by
sector, and stage of product lifecycle.
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Metrics:
What can you do to monitor ‘success’ of the relationship?

• Ideally, it would be nice not to have to check!
• Getting to a Proof of Concept might not be the best measure of success
> monitor progress through to full production
• Used a balanced scorecard / mixed metrics (e.g. not just financial)
• Monitor metrics from the start-ups point of view (e.g. what do they
want? Speedy approval? Regular feedback? Access to key people?)
• Consider embedding someone from your team at the start-up, or use a
3rd party to act as a liaison.
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institute-for-manufacturing
@ifmcambridge

www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.uk
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